Coverage maximization with bigram concepts is a state-of-the-art approach to unsupervised extractive summarization. It has been argued that such concepts are adequate and, in contrast to more linguistic concepts such as named entities or syntactic dependencies, more robust, since they do not rely on automatic processing. In this paper, we show that while this seems to be the case for a commonly used newswire dataset, use of syntactic and semantic concepts leads to significant improvements in performance in other domains.
Introduction
State-of-the-art approaches to extractive summarization are based on the notion of coverage maximization (Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2011) . The assumption is that a good summary is a selection of sentences from the document that contains as many of the important concepts as possible. The importance of concepts is implemented by assigning weights w i to each concept i with binary variable c i , yielding the following coverage maximization objective, subject to the appropriate constraints:
In proposing bigrams as concepts for their system, Gillick and Favre (2009) explain that:
[c]oncepts could be words, named entities, syntactic subtrees or semantic relations, for example. While deeper semantics make more appealing concepts, their extraction and weighting are much more error-prone. Any error in concept extraction can result in a biased objective function, leading to poor sentence selection. (Gillick and Favre, 2009) Several authors, e.g., Woodsend and Lapata (2012) , and Li et al. (2013) , have followed Gillick and Favre (2009) in assuming that bigrams would lead to better practical performance than more syntactic or semantic concepts, even though bigrams serve as only an approximation of these.
In this paper, we revisit this assumption and evaluate the maximum coverage objective for extractive text summarization with syntactic and semantic concepts. Specifically, we replace bigram concepts with new ones based on syntactic dependencies, semantic frames, as well as named entities. We show that using such concepts can lead to significant improvements in text summarization performance outside of the newswire domain. We evaluate coverage maximization incorporating syntactic and semantic concepts across three different domains: newswire, legal judgments, and Wikipedia articles.
Concept coverage maximization for extractive summarization
In extractive summarization, the unsupervised version of the task is sometimes set up as that of finding a subset of sentences in a document, within some relatively small budget, that covers as many of the important concepts in the document as possible. In the maximum coverage objective, concepts are considered as independent of each other. Concepts are weighted by the number of times they appear in a document. Moreover, due the NP-hardness of coverage maximization, for an exact solution to the concept coverage optimization problem, we resort to fast solvers for integer linear programming, under some appropriate constraints.
Bigrams. Gillick and Favre (2009) proposed to use bigrams as concepts, and to weight their contribution to the objective function in Equation (1) by the frequency with which they occur in the document. Some pre-processing is first carried out to these bigrams: all bigrams consisting uniquely of stop-words are removed from consideration, and each word is stemmed. They also require bigrams to occur with a minimal frequency (cf. Section 3.2).
Named entities. We consider three new types of concepts, all suggested, but subsequently rejected by Gillick and Favre (2009 Semantic frames. The intuition behind our use of frame semantics is that a summary should represent the most central semantic frames (Fillmore, 1982; Fillmore et al., 2003) present in the corresponding document-indeed, we consider these frames to be actual types of concepts. We extract frame names from sentences for a further type of concepts under consideration. We use SE-MAFOR 3 to augment documents with semantic frames.
Experiments

Data
In order to investigate the importance of concept types across different domains, we evaluate our systems across three distinct domains, which we refer to as ECHR, TAC08, and WIKIPEDIA. ECHR consists of judgment-summary pairs scraped from the European Court of Hu-1 http://www.nltk.org/ 2 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/ lex-parser.shtml 3 http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/SEMAFOR/ man Rights case-law website, HUDOC 4 . The document-summary pairs were split into training, development and test sets, consisting of 1018, 117, and 138 pairs, respectively. In the training set (pruning sentences of length less than 5), the average document length is 13,184 words or 455 sentences. The average summary length is 806 words or 28 sentences. For both documents and summaries, the average sentence length is 29 words. TAC08 consists of 48 queries and 2 newswire document sets for each query, each set containing 10 documents. Document sets contain 235 input sentences on average, and the mean sentence length is 25 words. Summaries consist of 4 sentences or 100 words on average.
WIKIPEDIA consists of 992 Wikipedia articles (all labeled "good article" 5 ) from a comprehensive dump of English language Wikipedia articles 6 . We use the Wikipedia abstracts (the leading paragraphs before the table of contents) as summaries. The (document,summary) pairs were split into training, development and test sets, consisting of 784, 97, and 111 pairs, respectively. In the training set (pruning sentences of length less than 5), the average document length is around 8918 words or 339 sentences. The average summary length is 335 words or 13 sentences. For both documents and summaries, the average sentence length is around 26 words.
In our main experiments, we use unsupervised summarization techniques, and we only use the training summaries (and not the documents) to determine output summary lengths.
Baseline and systems
Our baseline is the bigram-based extraction summarization system of Gillick and Favre (2009) , icsisumm 7 . Their system was originally intended for multi-document update summarization, and summaries are extracted from document sentences that share more than k content words with some query. We follow this approach for the TAC08 data. For ECHR and WIKIPEDIA, the task is single document summarization, and the now irrelevant topic-document intersection preprocessing step is eliminated.
The original system uses the GNU linear programming kit 8 with a time limit of 100 seconds. For all experiments presented in this paper, we double this time limit; we experimented with longer time limits on the development set for the ECHR data, without any performance improvements. Once the summarizer reaches the time limit, a summary is output based on the current feasible solution, whether the solution is optimal or not. Moreover, the current icsisumm (v1) distribution prunes sentences shorter than 10 words. We note that we also tried replacing glpk by gurobi 9 , for which no time limit was necessary, but found poorer results on the development set of the ECHR data.
The original system takes several important input parameters.
1. Summary length, for TAC08, is specified by the TAC 2008 conference guidelines as 100 words. For WIKIPEDIA and ECHR, we have access to training sets which gave an average summary length of around 335 and 805 words respectively, which we take as the standard output summary length.
2. Concept count cut-off is the minimum frequency of concepts from the document (set) that qualifies them for consideration in coverage maximization. For bigrams of the original system on TAC08, there are two types of document sets: 'A' and 'B'. For 'A' type documents, Gillick and Favre (2009) set this threshold to 3 and for 'B' type documents, they set this to 4. For WIKIPEDIA and ECHR, we take the bigram threshold to be 4. In our extension of the system to other concepts, we do not use any threshold.
3. First concept weighting: in multi-document summarization, there is the possibility for repeated sentences. Concepts from firstencountered sentences may be weighted higher: these concept counts from firstencountered sentences are doubled for 'B' documents and remain unchanged for 'A' documents in the original system on TAC08. For other concepts, we do not alter frequencies in this manner, which is justified by the task change to single-document summarization.
4. Query-sentence intersection threshold, is set to 1 for 'A' documents and 0 to 'B' documents in the original system on TAC08. This threshold is only for the update summarization task and therefore does not concern ECHR and WIKIPEDIA. In addition to our baseline, we consider five single-concept systems using (a) named entities, (b) labeled dependencies, (c) unlabeled dependencies, (d) semantic frame names, and (e) semantic frame dependencies, as well as the five systems combining each of these new concept types with bigrams. For the combination of these new concepts with bigrams, we extend the objective function to maximise in, Equation (1), into two sums-one for bigram concepts and the other for the new concept type-with their relative importance controlled by a parameter α. N 1 and N 2 are the number of bigram and other concept types occurring with the permitted threshold frequency in the document, relatively. Given that we are carrying out unsupervised summarization, rather than tune α, we set α = 0.5, so the concepts are considered in their totality (i.e., N 1 + N 2 concepts together) with no explicit favouring of one over the other that does not naturally fall out of concept frequency.
(1−α)
Results
We evaluate output summaries using ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-SU4 (Lin, 2004) , with no stemming and retaining all stopwords. These measures have been shown to correlate best with human judgments in general, but among the automatic measures, ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 also correlate best with the Pyramid (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004; Nenkova et al., 2007) and Responsiveness manual metrics (Louis and Nenkova, 2009) . Moreover, ROUGE-1 has been shown to best reflect human-automatic summary comparisons (Owczarzak et al., 2012) .
For single concept systems, the results are shown in Table 1 , and concept combination system results are given in Table 2 .
We first note that our runs of the current distribution of icsisumm yield significantly worse ROUGE-2 results than reported in (Gillick and Favre, 2009 ) (see Table 1 , BIGRAMS): 0.081 compared to 0.110 respectively.
On the TAC08 data, we observe no improvements over the baseline BIGRAM system for any ROUGE metric here. Hence, Gillick and Favre (2009) were right in their assumption that syntactic and semantic concepts would not lead to performance improvements, when restricting ourselves to this dataset. However, when we change domain to the legal judgments or Wikipedia articles, using syntactic and semantic concepts leads to significant gains across all the ROUGE metrics.
For ECHR, replacing bigrams by frame names (FRAME) results in an increase of +0.1 in ROUGE-1, +0.031 in ROUGE-2 and +0.046 in ROUGE-SU4. We note that FrameNet 1.5 covers the legal domain quite well, which may explain why these concepts are particularly useful for the ECHR dataset. However, labeled (LDEP) and unlabeled (UDEP) dependencies also significantly outperform the baseline.
For WIKIPEDIA, replacing bigrams by labeled or unlabeled syntactic dependencies results in significant improvements: an increase of +0.088 for ROUGE-1, +0.015 for ROUGE-2, and +0.03 for ROUGE-SU4. Interestingly, the NER system also yields significantly better performance over the baseline, which may reflect the nature of Wikipedia articles, often being about historical figures, famous places, organizations, etc.
We observe in Table 2 , that for concept combination systems as well, ROUGE scores on TAC08 do not indicate any improvement in performance. However, best ROUGE-1 scores are produced for both ECHR and WIKIPEDIA data with systems that incorporate semantic frame names. For WIKIPEDIA, best ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 scores incorporate named-entity information.
Related work
Most researchers have used bigrams as concepts in coverage maximization-based approaches to unsupervised extractive summarization. Filatova and Hatzivassiloglou (2004) , however,use relations between named entities as concepts in extractive summarization. They use slightly different extraction algorithms, but their work is similar in spirit to ours. Nishikawa et al. (2010) , also, use opinions -tuples of targets, aspects, and polarityas concepts in opinion summarization. In early work on summarization, Silber and McCoy (2000) used WordNet synsets as concepts. Kitajima and Kobayashi (2011) Multidocument measure first proposed by Goldstein et al. (2000) for evaluating the importance of sentences in query-based extractive summarization, yielding improvements for their Japanese newswire dataset.
Conclusions
This paper challenges the assumption that bigrams make better concepts for unsupervised extractive summarization than syntactic and semantic concepts relying on automatic processing. We show that using concepts relying on syntactic dependencies or semantic frames instead of bigrams leads to significant performance improvements of coverage maximization summarization across domains. 
